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Abstract 

The usage of global and partial features has proven essential in person reidentification (Re-ID) 

tasks. Extracting both features does not happen uniformly resulting in representations that are 

either focusing on local representations or posture details. This consequently lowers the 

efficiency and robustness against scenarios with large variances. In this paper, we propose a 

feature learning strategy integrating discriminative information with refined granularities. We 

carefully design a multibranch deep network architecture with one expert branch for global 

feature representations and two expert branches for local feature representations. We replace 

focusing on semantic regions with a focus on several stripes of images partitions. The stripes 

number varies in different local branches to obtain local feature representations with multiple 

granularities. We evaluate our approach on four challenging datasets (Market1501, MSMT17, 

DukeMTMC Re-ID and CUHK03) where it achieves state of the art performance among both 

supervised and unsupervised methods.  

 

Keywords: Discriminative features learning, Feature localization, Granularity learning, Metric 

learning, Person Reidentification. 
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1. Introduction  

Person re-identification (Re-ID) is a formidable task considering it aims to retrieve a given 

person among all the gallery images captured across different cameras. The complexity of the 

problem comes from large variations of postures, occlusion cases, clothes, background clutter, 

misdetection, etc. Deep convolutional neural network (CNN) expanded the Re-ID performance 

with better discrimination and robustness in many scenarios. Recent deep Re-ID methods (Bai 

et al., 2018, Zhang et al., 2017, Sun et al., 2018, Qian et al., 2018) surpassed state of art 

identification rates and average precision matching human abilities in some complicated cases.  

Recent researches proposed locating significant body parts from images to represent local 

information. A body part region contains a small percentage of local information from the 

whole body. It also contains distraction by other related or unrelated information outside the 

regions. Those distractions are filtered by locating salience regions allowing more focus on 

identities and complementing global features. Therefore, highlighting partial regions is key 

element in the learning process (Yao,2019, Li et al., 2017). This happens by either enhancing 

features by middle-level attention on salient parts (Zhao et al., 2017, Liu et al., 2017, Liu et al., 

2019, Li et al., 2018) and feeding strong structural information such as empirical knowledge 

about human bodies (Sun et al., 2018, Zhang et al., 2017) or strong learning based pose 

estimation (Su et al., 2002, Zhao et al., 2017). What is common among these approaches is their 

sensitivity to pose or occlusion variations. They are also unable to generalize for all the 

discriminative parts as they focus on specific regions with fixed semantics. They consist of 

multiple components that are not end-to-end learning process, which complicates learning.  

Using CNN, we can extract more fine-grained saliency for local features of smaller part 

regions. Those regions of high importance come from equally split stripe that do not necessary 

belong to regions with specific semantics. As the number of horizontal stripes increases, the 

granularity of discriminative responses becomes finer as shown in the work of (Wen et al., 

2016).  Inspired by this observation, we design the Refined Granularity Network (RGN), that 

consists of one global expert branch and two local expert branches with parameters from the 

5th residual stage of the ResNet-50 (Hadsell et al., 2006) backbone. In each expert local branch 

of RGN, we split pooled feature maps into part regions varying the numbers of stripes to learn 

local feature presentations independently, motivated by the findings of (Wen et al., 2016, Wang 

et al., 2018). We used equally divided parts for local representation to design end-to-end 

learning process. Our experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of our training strategy on 

Market-1501 (Zheng et al., 2015), MSMT17 (Wei and Tian. et al., 2018), DukeMTMC-reid 

(Ristani et al., 2002) and CUHK03 (Li et al., 2014) datasets. Besides outperforming other 

methods, our approach also increases the robustness against viewpoint and scale changes due 

to its high feature localization ability.  
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related works are introduced in Section 2 

and details of the proposed method are provided in Section 3. Experimental results are presented 

in Sections 4 and results discussion is in Section 5. Conclusion is given in Section 6. 

2. Related Work  

There are multiple instances of previous works that use CNN for embedding learning for 

person Re-ID tasks in the literature. (Li et al., 2014, Zhao et al., 2017) use Siamese network 

architecture to generate body part embedding to learn Re- ID. (Zheng et al., 2018) proposes ID-

discriminative Embedding (IDE) with ResNet-50 backbones offering high performance levels 

that influenced many modern deep Re-ID systems for embedding extraction. In (Ahmed et al., 

2015, Xiao et al., 2016), intermediate embedding of image pairs is computed to characterize 

links between local parts in a handcrafted designed mechanism. (Yi et al., 2014) attempts to 

enhance the generalization of Re-ID embedding extraction by introducing domain guided 

dropout. (Wang et al., 2018) brings re-ranking strategy into Re-ID obtaining better accuracy.  

2.1 Feature localization  

Latest embedding learning strategies have enhanced the Re-ID accuracy under variety of 

conditions. Many of these strategies have been designed to emphasize discriminative features 

and suppress irrelevant ones for better learning. Some works use the human part or pose 

information to infer the regions with high importance for extracting foreground embedding 

(Song et al., 2018, Kalayeh et al., 2018, Xu et al., 2018). Some works focus on learning based 

on spatial positions or channels in end-to-end frameworks (Liu et al., 2018, Zhao et al., 2017, 

Li et al., 2018, Wang et al., 2018, Yang et al., 2019). (Zhao et al., 2017) tackle the embedding 

extraction by a metric learning approach based on part-based alignment matching. (Wen et al., 

2016) slices input images feature maps into several stripes with same vertical length. 

(Bai et al., 2018) extends (Wen et al., 2016) work by merging slices of local embedding with 

LSTM network and combining with global embedding learned from classification and metric 

learning. In (Li et al., 2018), both spatial and channel attentions are adopted to modulate the 

embedding. In general, convolutional layers with limited receptive fields are used to learn the 

spatial information. In (Zhang et al., 2020a), they propose a relation-aware embedding extractor 

to globally learn attention by exploiting the pairwise relations and achieve improvement for 

person Re-ID in images. However, these systems achieve similar performances as human, 

giving less margin to surpass (Zhao et al., 2017). 
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 In this paper, we propose to combine the local representations from parts of images to 

improve Re-ID effectiveness. In the literature of part-based learning, researchers utilize body 

structural information, region proposal methods and spatial attention to enhance the 

representation learning. In (Cheng et al., 2016, Li et al., 2017, Wen et al., 2016), local 

embedding representations are learned by slicing images into horizontal stripes according to 

verisimilitude dynamics of human body. (Sun et al., 2017, Zheng et al., 2015) used body 

structural information and pose estimation to enhance region cropping areas with semantics. 

(Felzenszwalb et al., 2008, Kingma, 2015) introduce region proposal methods that are used to 

locate semantic partitions without strongly learning-based predictors. Those attention-based 

methods have been utilized in some part-based approaches (Li et al., 2017, Zhang et al., 2018, 

Zheng et al., 2015) and further enhanced by (Li et al., 2018, Liu et al., 2019, Liu et al., 2017). 

2.2 Joint learning strategy  

In our proposed method, we use horizontal stripes as part regions for local embedding 

learning and outperform state of the art methods. We use joint learning strategy by using both 

softmax and triplet losses in our proposed method. The most common loss functions are 

classification losses and metric losses in deep Re-ID systems training. Softmax loss is almost 

the only choice of classification loss function that can be used individually (Ahmed et al., 2015, 

Li et al., 2017, Li et al., 2018, Liu et al., 2017, Wen et al., 2016, Yi et al., 2014, Zhang et al., 

2018, Zheng et al., 2018) or paired with other losses (Bai et al., 2018, Cheng et al., 2016, Li et 

al., 2014, Zhao et al., 2017) for embedding extraction. Metric losses have many variants with 

different ranking metrics. Contrastive loss (Guo and Zhang. et al., 2017) focuses on maximizing 

the distances between inter-class pairs and minimizing it between intra-class pairs as used in 

Siamese networks (Xiao et al., 2016). Triplet loss (Hermans et al., 2017, Sarfraz et al., 2018) 

creates a margin between the inter and intra distances of triplets knowing one of them is an 

anchor sample. Many methods (Chen et al., 2017, Cheng et al., 2016, Hermans et al., 2017, Su 

et al., 2002) improve the learning and performance issues in metric learning via triplet loss. 

3. Proposed method 

A deep CNN can gain discriminative abilities on different body parts based on their inherent 

semantic definition. Those abilities are enhanced by adding attention mechanism to highlight 

salient components (Zheng et al., 2018). To further marginalize the distraction of unrelated 

patterns in Re-ID targets in complicated scenes, higher activations must be concentrated on the 

main body of the subject. This is conventionally achieved in CNN by narrowing represented 

regions and learn local features by training via classification loss. As a result, responses on the 

local feature maps gradually cluster with variety of sizes on some salient semantic patterns.  
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The generation of the feature map requires analyzing high representative regions by focusing 

on specific patterns for representations and overcoming limitation of information in restricted 

regions (Wang et al., 2018). One major limitation in the feature extraction process is its 

unavoidable focus on basic granularity diversity regardless of empirical prior knowledge. As a 

result, it becomes intuitively hard to discriminate people identities based on the information 

brought by local regions. Using the classification learning strategy enforces the feature 

extraction to focus on more generalizable identity granularity, consequently pushing the 

training to explore useful refined details among relatively limited information. With enough 

level of granularity, CNN can capture details with most discriminative information.  

3.1 Design  

The architecture of RGN is shown in Figure 1. The feature encoder of our network is ResNet-

50 which helps to achieve competitive performances in many ReID systems (Bai et al., 2018, 

Wen et al., 2016, Zhao et al., 2017). The features extracted after conv51 are fed as input to three 

independent branches. The upper branch of our network uses down-sampling with a stride 2 

convolution layer in conv51 block, following a global max-pooling (GMP) (Almazan et al., 

2018) on the corresponding output feature map and 1 ×1 convolution filter with ReLU 

activation and batch normalization (Szegedy, 2015) to reduce 2048 dim features ℎ𝑔
𝐺  to 256 dim 

𝑓𝑔
𝐺 . We refer to this branch as Global Branch as it learns features without partition information.  

 

Figure 1: RGN architecture is shown with backbone getting forked from its intermediate residual blocks 

to one global and two local branches. During inference, all the reduced 

features, 𝑓𝑔
𝐺 ,  𝑓𝑔

𝐵2, ℎ𝑓𝑔
𝐵3, 𝑓𝑠𝑖

𝑃2  𝑖=1
2 , 𝑓𝑠𝑖

𝑃3  𝑖=1
3  are concatenated together as the final feature representation. 

Subbranches as well have no weight sharing. Every local feature has its own softmax loss function that 

represents an independent supervisory signal. 
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The other two branches share the same design with the global branch without down-sampling 

operations to maintain proper areas of reception fields for local features. We refer to the lower 

branches as local branches. The output feature maps of the local branches are split uniformly 

into several horizontal stripes. Branches two and three have the subbranch concept 𝑆𝐵
 which 

refers to the subbranch of the parent branch, subbranch contains partitions of the raw feature 

maps. During inference, the lower subbranches are concatenated and later combined with local 

and global features to form a comprehensive representation of the subject. 

 

 

3.2 Loss function  

Our choice of the loss function for the training phase is a combination of softmax loss for 

classification and triplet loss for metric learning. They are widely used in various deep Re- ID 

methods. We define our identification task as a multi-class classification problem. Therefore, 

the softmax of the 𝑖 
𝑡ℎ learned features 𝑓𝑖

 is formulated as: 

ℒ𝑆𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 = ∑ log
𝑒𝑊𝑦𝑛

𝑇 𝑓𝑖
 

∑ 𝑒𝑊𝑐
𝑇𝑓𝑖

 
𝐶
𝑐=1

𝑁

𝑛=1

 

 

(1) 

Where 𝑊𝑐
  denotes the weight vector for class c and N is the mini batch size while training 

for C classes. We follow the strategy of (Yao et al., 2019) in which bias terms are ignored in 

linear multi-class classifiers as this results in better discrimination performances. The softmax 

loss is used for the global features ℎ𝑔
𝐺 , ℎ𝑔

𝐵2, 𝑓𝑔
𝐵3and local features after reduction 𝑓𝑠𝑖

𝑃2  𝑖=1
2 , 𝑓𝑠𝑖

𝑃3  𝑖=1
3 . 

After passing through the 1 ×1 convolution, the global features are reduced to form f𝑓𝑔
𝐺 . 𝑓𝑔

𝐵2 

. 𝑓𝑔
𝐵3 . and later trained with triplet loss to enhance ranking performances. Our triplet loss is the 

semi-hard triplet loss (Hermans et al., 2017). This triplet loss function ℒ𝑇 is formulated as: 

ℒ𝑇 = − ∑ ∑ {𝜇 + 𝑚𝑎𝑥1≤𝑖≤𝑄 ‖𝑓
𝑎
(𝑖)  −  𝑓

𝑝
(𝑖)‖

2 
− 𝑚𝑖𝑛1≤𝑖≤𝑄,1≤𝑗≤𝑅,𝑖 ≠𝑗‖𝑓

𝑎
(𝑖)  −  𝑓

𝑛
(𝑗)‖

2 
} 

 

(2) 

 Where 𝑓𝑎
(𝑖)

𝑓𝑝
(𝑖)

𝑓𝑛
(𝑖)  are the features extracted from anchor, positive and negative samples 

receptively. Positive and negative refer to same and different person compared to anchor. The 

margin hyperparameter 𝜇 controls the differences of intra and inter distances. Considering we 

have R identities and K images from each identity, the triplet items are built by the furthest 

positive and closest negative sampled pairs. Inspired by the coarse-to-fine mechanism, we 

consider non-reduced features as coarse information and basis to learn classification and 

reduced features as fine information with learned metric. This is performed by feeding the 

reduced 256-dimension local features in second and third branches in addition to raw global 

pooled 2048-dimension from all branches to softmax losses while feeding triplet losses with 

the globally reduced features. This captures more salient details to meet the margin condition 

compared to softmax loss. As a result, when multiple granularities are fed to one mixed single 

branch, the features might dilute the importance of detailed information (Sun et al., 2015).  
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4. Experiments  

In this section, we describe the configurations of our proposal, the data set we used for in 

our experiments, the evaluation methods we adopted and discussion of our results and findings. 

 

4.1 Implementation details  

 

We trained our model with input resized to 384 X 128 following (Sun et al., 2018). Our 

feature encoder of RGN is the ResNet- 50 pretrained on ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009). The 

global branch and local branches are all initialized with the same pretrained weights of the 

corresponding layers. To enhance network generalization, we used random horizontal flipping 

and cropping to images in the training dataset for data augmentation. We randomly selected Q 

image samples for R identities from the training set aligned with equation (2). Our experiments 

revealed that R = 8 and Q =4 yields good results. Triplet loss hyper parameter 𝜇 is set to 1.1 in 

all our experiments. We choose Adam (Kingma, 2015) as the network optimizer. We adopt the 

Adam optimizer to train all models for 600 epochs with the learning rate of 0.0008 and the 

weight decay of 0.0005. During inference time, we infer both the original image and its 

horizontal flip. Both embedding sets 𝑓𝑔
𝐺 , 𝑓𝑔

𝐵2, ℎ𝑓𝑔
𝐵3, 𝑓𝑠𝑖

𝑃2  𝑖=1
2 , 𝑓𝑠𝑖

𝑃3  𝑖=1
3  are averaged to form the final 

features. All our experiments were executed on different datasets using the configuration above. 

We evaluate our proposed method using four Re-ID datasets: Market1501 (Zheng et al., 2015), 

MSMT17 (Wei and Tian. et al., 2018), DukeMTMC ReID (Zheng et al., 2017) and CUHK03 

(Li et al., 2014).Using the DPM detector (Felzenszwalb et al., 2008), cropping bounding boxes 

are created for subjects. DukeMTMC ReID dataset is a subset of the DukeMTMC (Ristani et 

al., 2016) used for person Re-ID. 
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4.2 Evaluation  

In our experiments we evaluated the cumulative matching characteristics (CMC) at rank1 and 

mean average precision (mAP) on previously mentioned datasets. On Market1501 and 

MSMT17 datasets following the common practices, our experiments included single and 

multiple query modes. On CUHK03 we followed the protocol used in (Zhong et al., 2017). We 

validate the effectiveness of our proposed method and show the comparisons in Table 1. 

Table 1: Performance (%) comparisons with the state-of-the-art on CUHK03, Market1501 and MSMT17. 

Cumulative Matching Characteristics (CMC) is used as evaluation metrics for person reidentification.  

 CUHK03 Market 1501 MSMT17 

Model Labeled Detected   

 Rank1 MAP Rank1 MAP Rank1 MAP Rank1 MAP 

(Song 2018) 50.1 50.2 46.7 46.9 83.8 74.3 - - 

(Xu 2018) - - - - 85.9 66.9 - - 

(Kalayeh 2018) - - - - 92.5 81.3 - - 

(Li 2018) 44.4 41 41.7 38.6 91.2 75.7 - - 

(Si 2018) - - - - 91.4 76.6 - - 

(Wang 2018) 69 63.9 65.5 60.5 93.1 82.3 - - 

(Chen 2019) 77.2 72.4 71.7 65.4 95.1 85 - - 

(Fang 2019) 78.6 76.1 76.2 73.2 95.1 84.7 79.5 56.8 

(Sun 2018) 63.7 57.5 - - 93.8 81.6 68.2 40.4 

(Fu 2019) 63.9 57.5 - - 94.2 82.7 - - 

(Wang 2018) 68 67.4 66.8 66 95.7 86.9 - - 

(Hou 2020) - - - - 94.4 83.1 75.5 46.8 

(Zheng 2019) - - - - 94.8 86 77.2 52.3 

(Zheng 2019) 78.9 75.2 78.2 73.1 95.7 87.6 - - 

(Zhou 2019) - - 72.3 67.8 94.8 84.9 78.7 52.9 

(Chen 2020) 86.8 84.0 84.7 81.0 95.7 88.5 83.8 58.5 

(Zhang 2020) 81.1 77.4 79.6 74.5 96.1 88.4 80.3 57.5 

RGN (Ours) 86.9 82.3 82.1 81.1 96.8 90.3 83.3 60.1 

4.3 Ablation Study  

In comparison with the approaches that leverage human semantics (Bai et al., 2018, Schroff et 

al., 2015, Wen et al., 2016) through attention on human part segmentation and those (Zheng et 

al., 2017, Sarfraz et al., 2018, Chen et al., 2017) which learn attention from input images 

themselves, our method significantly outperforms most of them. On CUHK03 (Detected), 

Market1501, and the largescale MSMT17 datasets, in comparison with all other approaches, 

RGN achieves the competitive performance which outperforms the second-best approach by 

0.1%, 1.8% and 1.6% in mAP accuracy, respectively. According to Table 2, RGN method 

outperforms state of the art methods on the challenging DukeMTMCReID dataset and Market 

1501 dataset. We apply the Grad-CAM (Selvaraju et al., 2017) for the qualitative analysis.  
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Figure 2 shows the generated masks of RGN covering the person regions accurately for some 

samples. Loss functions of our attention lead the network to focus on discriminative body parts 

in addition to global features. The attention focuses on the person and ignores the background. 

In comparison with the attention approach of (Woo et al., 2018) that does not consider relations 

between body parts, our attention focuses on regions with discriminative information.  

Table 2: Performance (%) comparisons with the state-of-the-art on Market 1501 at the left (with Single Query 

and Multiple) and DukeMTMCREID at the right.  

Figure 3 shows top-10 results for some given query pedestrian images from all datasets used 

in our experiments. The first row shows the great robustness regardless of the pose, brightness, 

or gait of given subject, RGN features can robustly represent discriminative information of their 

identities. The second query shows false positive case in which 2 people who look very similar 

are confused. The similarity is not only in clothing but also the posture. The third row holds an 

interesting observation in which the background has significant change in its content yet RGN 

Market1501 DukeMTMCREID 

Methods Single Query Multiple Query Methods Rank1 mAP 
 Rank1 mAP Rank1 mAP  

(Li et al., 2017) 85.1 65.5 89.7 74.5 (Sun 2017) 76.7 56.8 

(Zhang 2017 85.9 66.9 89.8 75.1 (Shen 2018) 80.7 66.4 

(Chen 2017) 88.6 72.6 92.2 80.4 (Si 2018) 81.8 64.6 

(Chang 2018) 90 74.3 92.3 82.4 (Sun 2018) 83.3 69.2 

(Sohn. 2016) 90.1 75.3 - - (Sarfraz 2018) 84.5 75.7 

(Sarfraz 2018) 90.4 80.5 - - (Chen 2018) 84.9 69.5 

(Li 2018) 91.2 75.7 93.8 82.8 (Almazan 2018) 85.2 72.8 

(Si 2018) 91.4 76.6 - - (Chen 2020) 91.0 79.0 

(Schroff 2015) 92.7 82.5 - - RGN (Ours) 89.9 81.1 

(Chen 2017) 93.5 81.6 - -    

(Sun 2018) 93.8 81.6 - -    

(Wang 2018) 95.7 86.9 96.9 90.7  

RGN(Ours) 96.2 88.1 97.3 91.5  

Figure 2: GradCAM visualization according to gradient responses. Feature response maps extracted from 

output layers of every branches to form one attention map. Higher attention is under the redder regions. 
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managed to react correctly to most of the results. The last row shows subject carrying a wearing 

coat being tracked correctly regardless of the posture or camera view. 

5. Discussion  

We performed additional ablation experiments with different settings on Market-1501 

dataset in single query mode to evaluate RGN performance. To conduct fair comparison, we 

use the same set of configurations for RGN mentioned in experiment section and report the 

average performance with our settings.  

5.1 RGN without triplet loss  

In our experiment we utilize both the triplet loss and classification loss. Previous work show 

robustness in the joint training of those two loss functions (Bai et al., 2018, Cheng et al., 2016, 

Li et al., 2014, Zhang et al., 2017). When removing the metric loss from our proposal, the model 

acts like a standard ResNet-50 model. The effect reduces Rank-1 by -10.4% and mAP by - 

11.2%. We tried other ResNet versions such as ResNet-101 model. It can be observed that 

deeper feature extractor brings performance boost. Triplet loss helps to capture salient details 

to meet margin condition compared to softmax loss, matching results in (Schroff et al., 2015). 

Figure 3: Samples of query retrieval on all dataset using the proposed method. The first column contains 

the input images. The numbered images show the top10 retrieved images in descending order according to 

their similarity scores from left to right. The correct matches are marked with green rectangles. 
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5.2 Feature learning 

RGN model extracts both the global and local feature representations with multiple levels of 

granularities. Figure 4 shows the class activation maps for some input images, as seen from all 

the top of branches in RGN. Response maps filter out most of the background as it has no useful 

content for identification. The responses from global branch is mainly focused on main body 

parts while mostly excluding face due to the absence of identification information in such blur 

images. On local branches, the global responses on main body are ignored but additional 

attention is gained for more particular parts. The second branch shows more scattered responses 

on body parts highlighting pivotal semantic information. 

6. Conclusion  

 We propose the Refined Granularity Network (RGN), multi-branch deep network for 

extracting features and learning discriminative representations in person re-identification tasks. 

Every branch becomes specialized in learning representation with certain granularity of body 

region. RGN learns local features on horizontally split feature stripes, which is completely end-

to-end without any part locating operations. Beside outperforming most of state-of-the-art 

methods on several mainstream person Re-ID datasets, RGN generalizes well for many of the 

challenging cases in variety of datasets. We also performed ablation analysis providing more 

insight of the RGN model. Leveraging our unique exploitation of local and global features of 

human body images with inter and intra attention. It is in our interest to investigate more 

accurate and robust person ReID by incorporating trainable semantic human part parsing in our 

Figure 4: GradCAM visualization according to gradient responses. Feature response maps extracted from output 

layers of every branches is shown. Themore red the region is the more attention is acquired in that region. 
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future work. It might also prove useful to investigate a learnable way to set the placement and 

size of the stripes proposed in this work. 
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